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Abstract The atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ)
was used to enhance the sensitivity of industrially
important polyaniline (PANI) for detection of organic
vapors from amides. The gas sensing mechanism of PANI
is operating on the basis of reversible protonation or
deprotonation, whereas the driving force to improve the
sensitivity after plasma modifications is unknown. Herein
we manage to solve this problem and investigate the
sensing mechanism of atmospheric plasma treated PANI
for vapor detection of amides using urea as a model. The
results from various analytical techniques indicate that the
plausible mechanism responsible for the improved sensi-
tivity after plasma treatment is operating through a cyclic
transition state formed between the functional groups
introduced by plasma treatment and urea. This transition
state improved the sensitivity of PANI towards 15 ppm of
urea by a factor of 2.4 times compared to the non-treated
PANI. This plasma treated PANI is promising for the
improvement of the sensitivity and selectivity towards
other toxic and carcinogenic amide analytes for gas
sensing applications such as improving material proces-
sing and controlling food quality.
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1 Introduction

For detection of toxic and carcinogenic gaseous analytes,
the use of conducting polymers like polyaniline (PANI) is
very important for promises of long-hold solutions and
possibility toward commercial devices in industry. PANI is
one of the best candidates for this purpose, because of its
easy and low-cost synthesis, good environmental stability,
and simple doping/dedoping process based on acid/base
reactions [1,2]. The nature of PANI conductivity is
explained by its ability to form polarons and cation
radicals [3]. PANI sensors are largely reported for the
sensing of volatile organic compounds which cause health
issues such as allergy, irritation to eyes and skin, damage to
kidneys and lungs, cancer and even death [4,6]. Our
research focuses on polar molecules, especially the ones
from amide group, which are mostly toxic and carcino-
genic. The amides in the form of DMF (N,N-dimethylfor-
mamide), acrylamide, HMPA (hexamethylphosphora-
mide), urea (carbamide), etc. are found in materials or
food and are hard to detect. Moreover, the sensitivity of the
PANI against these analytes is not satisfactory.
To improve the sensing and solubility properties of

PANI, various methods such as dopant utilization,
chemical modification, and plasma treatment have been
developed [7]. Up to date, only low pressure plasma
treatment in glow discharge has been reported for the
modification of the surface characteristics including
chemical composition of PANI for improving its sensing
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properties [8,9]. On the PANI surface, various extend can
be achieved predominantly by carbon oxidation after PANI
is exposed to various low pressure plasmas. Oxygen
plasma treated PANI surface showed 30% increase in the
signal response to H2 (10 ppm), whereas the same
treatment decreased the sensitivity towards NH3 [10].
This clearly indicated that the sensor operates through
different mechanisms towards various analytes. There
were many other reports on enhanced sensing properties of
PANI or its composites towards various volatile organic
molecules by plasma treatment [10‒12]. However, the
exact sensing mechanism of plasma treated PANI is still
unclear and the improvements are unsatisfactory.
Among various amide analytes, urea is practically

nontoxic and a good model molecule for testing amide
detection. The detection of urea molecules is typically
achieved by different techniques including potentiometry,
amperometry, colorometry or impedometry [13]. Urea is
also determined by using high performance liquid
chromatography (anion-exchange column and neutral
phosphate buffer) to map its thermal decomposition
products [14]. Similarly the analysis of urea by a
polypyrrole based detector was reported by sensing NH3

gas generated as a by-product of urea decomposition [15].
However, none of these methods allows direct sensing of
urea vapour, and consequently amides arising vapours. To
the best of our knowledge, the direct detection of urea
vapour has not been reported yet. Herein, we propose a
new approach based on an atmospheric pressure plasma
instead of low pressure plasmas which other researchers
failed on, and targeted very specific functionalization of
PANI to increase its sensitivity for urea vapours and other
amides. We have improved sensing mechanism of plasma
modified PANI through a cyclic transition state between
the functional groups generated after plasma treatment and
the atoms of the guest amide molecules.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials and PANI preparation

PANI was prepared via oxidative polymerization from
ammonium persulfate (APS, purity = 98%, purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Inc., USA) and aniline hydrochloride
(purity≥ 99%, purchased from Fluka, Switzerland), which
were used without further purification. Acetone (p.a.) used
for degreasing and cleaning the commercial polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) foil (thickness 0.1 mm) was purchased
from Penta Ltd., Czech Republic.
Standard PANI emeraldine was prepared according to

the procedure described in the previous paper [16]. The
PET foil was formerly washed by dipping it in acetone for
30 min and dried. In course of polymerization 0.2 mol/L
aniline hydrochloride was mixed with 0.25 mol/L APS in
water and briefly stirred. The treated PET foil was inserted

into batch with polymerized reagents and the reaction was
conducted for 24 h at room temperature. The PET foil acts
as a substrate for the PANI emeraldine salts which forms as
a thin layer firmly adhered onto PET surface. The PET
support coated with PANI film was afterwards rinsed with
acetone and dried in the vacuum at 60 °C for 24 h.
The samples were treated with an atmospheric pressure

plasma jet (APPJ) created with electrode discharge within
pure He 5.0 as the plasma gas. The plasma electrode was
made of Cu wire with a diameter of 0.1 mm, which was
connected to the power supply operating at 25 kHz, and
more details could be find elsewhere [17,18]. The PANI
layer was treated for 1.5 min under the plasma jet at the
distance of 20 mm from jet nozzle to substrate, which was
generated at a He gas flow rate of 35 sccm. After the
treatment process, the resistivity of the PANI layer was
increased from 70 to 1200 kΩ.

2.2 Characterization methods

The chemical composition of PANI was examined with
Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTIR, Thermo Scientific,
USA). The FTIR spectra were recorded using attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) technique with germanium crystal
in the range 600‒4000 cm–1 at 64 scans per spectrum at
2 cm–1 resolution. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analyses were carried out on the PHI-TFA XPS
spectrometer produced by Physical Electronics Inc. at a
depth about 3‒5 nm from the top surface. Both XPS and
FTIR measurements on the urea exposed samples were
carried out immediately after taking them out from the
testing gas chamber.

2.3 Electrical resistance measurements

The electrical resistance of stripes cut out from PANI/PET
was measured along the specimen length by the two-point
technique using multimeter Sefram 7338. The stripe was
placed on a planar holder with Cu electrodes fixed on both
sides of the specimen (length 20 mm, distance 10 mm
between electrodes, and width of strips 10 mm). Time-
dependent electrical resistance measurements were per-
formed during adsorption and desorption cycles. In the
former case the holder with the specimen was quickly
transferred into an airtight flask with urea vapors
sublimated from layer of its solid crystals (~3 g) at the
bottom [19,20]. The measurements were conducted in
15 ppm of urea vapors at atmospheric pressure and 25 °C.
After 6 min, the holder was promptly removed from the
flask, and for the next 6 min the sample was measured in
the mode of desorption. This was repeated six times in
consecutive cycles and for 10 samples. Then it was
repeated again for plasma treated specimens. The measure-
ments was also performed for longer times (20 min) of
adsorption/desorption cycle to observe full surface loading
or relaxation.
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3 Results and discussion

The adsorption of urea molecules onto PANI surface
increased the electrical resistance due to the deprotonation
from the conducting form of PANI. For urea, the
deprotonation may occur through two possible coordinat-
ing sites with the electron deficient center of PANI: either
the nitrogen atom or oxygen atom. The electron density of
urea is located more on the oxygen because of the π
electron conjugation between the lone pairs of nitrogen and
the oxygen within the molecular chain [21]. These typical
responses are time-dependent and can be presented as
sensitivity or gas response, S, defined as following
equation,

S ¼ Rg –Ra

Ra
¼ ΔR

Ra

where Ra represents specimen resistance in air, Rg

resistance of the specimen exposed to gas/vapor, and DR
the resistance change.
The observed sensitivity response time for the non-

treated samples was 9 s (�1 s), whereas it was reduced to
6 s (�0.7 s) for the samples after plasma surface
modification. The sensitivity response time was measured
as the time required for the sensor to show the change in
resistivity as observed from the sensitivity curve. More-
over, the observed signal response was 2.4 times higher for
the plasma modified samples than for the non-treated
samples. The response time for 6 consecutive cycles for
both plasma treated and non-treated samples is presented
in Fig. 1.

To disclose the sensing mechanism and reveal how
plasma modifications improve sensitivity, the detailed
investigation on the chemical structures was essential.
XPS is one of the best tools to detect the chemical changes
on the surface within a depth of ~5 nm. The XPS results

indicated a significant increase in the oxygen content on the
surface of the PANI layer after the plasma treatments. C1s
deconvolution of non-treated and plasma treated samples
before and after exposing to urea is presented in Fig. 2.
After plasma treatment, the peaks corresponding to
oxidized carbon bonds (carboxylic group) appeared below
290 eV in the C 1s peak with a significant intensity, whereas
the intensities corresponding to C–C or C–H bond types
at< 285 eV decreased [10,22]. No significant changes were
observed in the C 1s spectrum of the non-treated sample
before and after exposing to urea vapor. On the other hand,
for the plasma treated sample, the intensity of C 1s peak
slightly increased after exposing to urea vapor due to the
aging effect of functional groups after plasma treatment
[23]. The oxidation of the carbon on the aromatic rings
reduced the conductivity of the PANI layer because of a
decrease in the electron conjugation. The sensible argument
is that the electronegative oxygen attached to the aromatic
ring removed the electron density towards itself and made
the π electrons less available for ring conjugation.
The deconvolution of N 1s peak for the non-treated

sample revealed that the chemical state of nitrogen was
dominated by four types of bonding states (Fig. 3(A)). The
major peaks at 398.7 and 399.6 eV corresponds to imine
(=N–) and benzenoid amine (–NH–), respectively [24].
The peaks at> 400 eV are assigned to protonated
nitrogen— a positively charged N atom of the conjugated
ring. However, the relative intensity of the peak at ~ 401.3
eV significantly increased after the plasma exposure. This
increase is partially in contradiction with the reduced
polymer conductivity after plasma treatment, and thus is
not because of the increased protonated nitrogen atoms on
the chain. The peak above 401 eV is characteristic of
nitrogen bonded to highly electronegative atoms such as
oxygen [25]. Therefore, the intensity increase of the peak
at above 401 eV is probably due to the oxidation of
nitrogen in the polymer chain which is in accordance with
the binding energies of (C6H5)–N=O states as reported by
Batich and Donald [26]. In addition to this, the origin of
these states could be also connected to various oxidized
NOx species generated during the atmospheric pressure
discharge, which are chemisorbed on the surface [17,18].
So, the peak at> 401 eV could be linked to the various
contributions from multiple species on the surface linked
to protonated amine or delocalized nitrogen in protonated
imine. After the plasma treatment, the intensity of = N–
bond significantly decreased compared to –NH– bond,
where this change in intrinsic oxidation state was
accompanied by the hydrolysis of the polymer chain
under the influence of the reactive oxidants in atmospheric
pressure plasma [27]. In contrary to the non-treated
sample, plasma treated sample showed a reversal of the
chemical state after exposing to urea vapor. There is no
possible chemical bonding between the guest and host
molecules at room temperature, which holds up the aging
effect of the sample surface.

Fig. 1 Signal response curve for non-treated and plasma treated
PANI for urea vapor
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Fig. 2 Deconvoluted C 1s spectra for non-treated PANI (A) before and (B) after exposing to urea, and plasma treated PANI (C) before
and (D) after exposing to urea

Fig. 3 Deconvoluted N 1s spectra for non-treated PANI (A) before and (B) after exposing to urea, and plasma treated PANI (C) before
and (D) after exposing to urea
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The evaluation by XPS alone was not sufficient to study
the exact interactions between the guest and the host.
Because the measurements were performed at ultra-high
vacuum, the guest molecule could be desorbed from the
surface before the signals were collected. In addition, XPS
is not the best technique to understand the surface
chemistry in detail. For better understanding of the sensing
mechanisms, more precise and faster technique FTIR was
used. FTIR spectra show two peaks at 1582 and 1498 cm–1

belonging to quinonoid and benzenoid ring deformations,
respectively (Fig. 4). The band observed at 1234 cm–1 is
assigned to C–N group in the benzenoid ring when the one
at 1309 cm–1 belongs to C=N vibration mode of the
quinonoid ring. The bands at around 1152 and 817 cm–1

correspond to C–H in-plane and out-of-plane deformations
on the aromatic rings, respectively. The small peaks
observed at 1086 and 706 cm–1 could belong to C–H
vibration and out-of-plane ring bending in mono sub-
stituted aromatic rings respectively [28]. When comparing
the spectra of non-treated PANI and plasma treated PANI,
two major differences were observed: i) The transforma-
tion of the peak at 1086 cm–1 in the spectrum of PANI to
the shoulder in that of plasma treated PANI, and ii) the
split-up of the small peak at around 706 cm–1 in the
spectrum of PANI to two peaks in that of plasma treated
PANI. The peak at 1153 cm–1 exhibited a shift towards
lower wavenumber after the plasma treatment. When the
analysis was done for the non-treated and plasma treated
samples, immediately after exposing to urea vapor, the
spectra disclosed that the interactions of pure PANI and
plasma treated PANI with urea are different from each
other. Pure PANI interacts with urea through the C–N in
the benzenoid, whereas in the interaction of plasma treated
PANI with urea, the aromatic ring current also changes
slightly.

The results from both XPS and FTIR measurements

revealed that the plasma treatment introduced oxygen
functionalities on to the aromatic ring and the interaction of
the plasma treated samples disturbed the π electron cloud
from the aromatic ring. In the case of pure PANI, the
sensing only affected the C–N bonds in the benzoid ring,
where the sensing mechanism was only operated by the
removal of the proton from the nitrogen atom. These
observations summed up to a conclusion that the plasma
functionalization has some influence on the sensing
mechanism. The plausible reason for the increased
sensitivity of plasma treated samples should be through
some intermediate transition state which facilitated the
adsorption of PANI onto the surface and stabilized the
guest-host transition state. The electron rich oxygen atom
of the urea molecule will interact with the electron deficient
nitrogen atom (or proton) of the polymer chain. At the
same time, the nitrogen atom of urea, which possess a
slight positive charge by contributing the electron density
for the electron conjugation with the carbonyl carbon,
would coordinate with the plasma functionalized oxygen
atom attached to the aromatic ring of the polymer. This
would give rise to a cyclic seven membered transition
state. The plausible structures for the non-treated and
plasma treated samples and their corresponding intermedi-
ate states on interaction with urea molecule are schema-
tically presented in Figs. 5(A‒D). On the other hand, the
possibility a six membered coordination state by the
interaction of oxygen from the PANI with the amide
carbon is also possible. When such an intermediate state is
formed, the electron density from the functionalized
oxygen would be shifted towards the urea molecule. To
compensate this charge, oxygen would exert more
electrostatic attraction to remove the electron density
from the p electron cloud of the aromatic ring. Such cyclic
intermediate states are widely used to explain the
mechanism in various reactions [29]. Representative
examples can be found in transition metal complex
mediated C–H bond activation reactions where the cyclic
ring states provide additional energy stabilization to the
intermediate species [30‒32]. During the transition state
formation, the electron density from the unsaturated bonds
shifts towards the electron withdrawing center, which is in
agreement with the FTIR results. The stability and
existence of such transition states were both experimen-
tally and theoretically proved. In the present example of
PANI, it has the predominant possibility to form such
transition states.
A short overshooting of the signals immediately after

exposing to the analyte vapor is attributed to the rapid
increase in the concentration of the analyte in the
interacting zone [10]. Nevertheless, this effect is more
noticeable for the plasma treated sample. The cyclic
transition state increases the guest-host interactions and
thereby holds the urea closer into the proximity of the
PANI. Such an effect is completely absent for the pure
PANI.

Fig. 4 FTIR spectra for non-treated and plasma treated PANI
samples before and after detection of urea molecules
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After revealing this vapor gas sensing mechanism, it is
possible to extend this work further to other more toxic and
harmful amide molecules. Because cyclic transition states
are formed from the interaction of –N– atoms and O
functional groups on C rings of PANI with –N–C = O of
guest amide molecules, this mechanism could be proposed
and used for other amides like DMF, HMPA and
acrylamide. These cyclic transition states proposed are

listed in the Fig. 6. Even though six membered transition
states are energetically easier to form than a seven
membered ring, one can propose an ease formation of
both six and seven membered transition states while
considering urea or acrylamide. However, in the case of the
other amides including HMPA or DMF, the substituents on
the nitrogen atoms are bulky methyl groups. This can
restrict the formation of nitrogen atom involvement in the

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the sensing mechanism: (A) Non-treated PANI, (B) interaction of the non-treated PANI with urea molecule,
(C) plasma functionalized PANI, and (D) plasma functionalized PANI forming ring structure with the urea molecule

Fig. 6 Transition cyclic states formed from PANI and other amide molecules: (A) Acrylamide, (B) DMF, and (C) HMPA
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transition state due to steric hindrance. Thus in the case of
DMF, the coordination is possible through the carbonyl
carbon. Likewise in the case of HMPA, the favored six
membered transition state will be proceeding strictly via
coordination though the electropositive, steric free phos-
phorous atom. When these cyclic transition states are
formed the sensitivity of PANI against detection amide
molecules will be increased, since the guest-host interac-
tions will hold the molecules more in the proximity of
polymer and enable their better detection.

4 Conclusions

The gas vapor detection of amides with urea as a model is
presented, where the surface of PANI is designed to boost
sensitivity. This conceptually novel approach utilizes the
very simple He atmospheric pressure plasma jet and
targeted functionalization of PANI, and thus enables higher
sensitivity due to formation of cyclic transition states
between the functional groups generated after plasma
treatment with the atoms of the guest molecules. The
existence of cyclic transition states was confirmed through
the surface analyses using both XPS and FTIR. Moreover,
because the cyclic transition states are formed from the
interaction of –O functional groups and –N– atoms of
plasma treated PANI with N–C =O of guest molecule, a
wider application is promising for most of amides such as
DMF, HMPA and acrylamide. However, simulations on
the stability of various transition states are needed for more
precise optimization of the sensing mechanism for future
applications such as commercial devices enabling to detect
potential environment risks, or to better control food
quality against harmful substances.
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